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Abstract 

Pension funds play a large role in the UK pension system since the returns of the funds 

determine how large the total pension will be. The future retirees can choose between active 

and passive fund management where the active management often is more expensive. In this 

study 102 actively managed UK equity pension funds are analyzed in order to see if managers 

have sufficient skill to generate risk adjusted return to cover the cost imposed on the 

investors. The result implies that the active pension funds in aggregate, before expenses, hold 

a portfolio that imitates market returns during 2000 to 2012. Bootstrap simulations suggest 

that only eight funds out of the sample of 102 have skilled managers and six of these 

managers are skilled enough to produce risk adjusted excess return large enough to cover the 

expenses imposed on the investor.  

Keywords: United Kingdom pensions, fund performance, active, passive, fund management, 

bootstrapping, luck, skill, Fama and French, three-factor model, CAPM 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The United Kingdom is a pioneering country in terms of implementing a pension system. The 

country was one of the first in the world to put a system in practice and is today one of the 

few countries not facing a serious pension crisis. Experts argue that the reason for the absent 

crisis is the fact that the state pensions are among the lowest in Europe and that the country 

instead relies on a funded private sector. During 2012, pension funds were the single largest 

client type of assets managed in the UK. Hence, a large portion of the managed assets belongs 

to the regular population saving for their future retirement. With a pension system largely 

based on funds, the pension savers face a number of options that fundamentally affect their 

future standard of living. One of the many important options to choose from when deciding in 

which fund to invest, is the choice between passively or actively managed funds. Basically, 

passive funds have an objective to follow an index, whereas active funds intend to outperform 

a benchmark. The choice is not as easy as it sounds, since active funds do not always 

outperform the index and often have additional management fees.  

The aim of this thesis is to investigate if the active fund managers perform their work in a 

proper way when  managing   the   population’s   asset;;   i.e. if fund managers of active pension 

funds are able to generate risk adjusted excess abnormal return. And if these managers in fact 

are able to produce this excess return, is it due to their skill or just plain luck? 

Fama and French (2010) have performed a study on U.S. mutual fund performance using 

bootstrap simulations, where they find that few managers have skill at all and even fewer are 

skilled enough to generate risk adjusted excess returns to cover the expenses of the investors. 

A study by Kosowski et al. (2006) also finds evidence that only an extensive minority of U.S. 

mutual fund managers is skilled. Cuthbertson et al. (2008) have performed one of few studies 

on UK mutual fund performance where luck and skill are distinguished through 

bootstrapping. The results from their study are largely in line with the American studies since 

the authors find existence of stock picking ability among a small number of the top 

performing funds. These three studies use return data that does not extend beyond 2006. This 

thesis use return data extending from January 2000 to December 2012 and focuses explicitly 

on pension funds instead of mutual funds in general. This time period captures the financial 

crisis of 2007-08, which is not covered by the previous studies. 
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To measure the performance of pension funds in this thesis, the Fama French (1993) three-

factor model is used. An equal weighted portfolio of 102 actively managed UK equity pension 

funds with return histories from January 2000 through December 2012 is created to make 

inferences of the aggregate result of the funds. In order to distinguish skill from luck, the 

return histories of individual funds are used together with bootstrap simulations of return 

histories. Bootstrapping involves resampling the data with replacement to generate an 

empirical estimate of an entire population. The basic bootstrap approach, which is used in this 

study, treats the sample as if it is the population and applies Monte Carlo-sampling to 

generate   an   empirical   estimate   of   the   statistic’s   sampling   distribution.   The   aim   of   the  

bootstrapping is to find out if the abnormal excess return is positive and can be interpreted as 

good performance due to skill.  

During the period of January 2000 through December 2012, the results imply that the active 

pension funds in aggregate before expenses hold a portfolio that imitates the market returns. 

When separating luck from skill, it is shown that only eight funds have skilled managers. And 

out of these eight, six managers have sufficient skill to generate abnormal risk adjusted excess 

returns large enough to cover the costs imposed on the investors.  

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a short background of 

the British pensions system and a brief explanation of passive and active fund management. 

Section 3 presents the theoretical framework of estimating fund performance and section 4 

describes previous research on the topic. The method of applying the performance model and 

bootstrap simulations is presented in section 5. Section 6 contains the results and section 7 

provides a concluding discussion of the results.   
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2. BACKGROUND 

2.1 UK Pension Funds 

United Kingdom was one of the first countries in the world to develop formal private pension 

arrangements during the beginning of 18th century. State pensions in the UK are among the 

lowest in Europe, which has rendered the funded private pension sector great importance 

(Blake, 2003). In 2012, 38.3% of assets managed in the UK were in form of pension funds 

and it makes pension funds the single largest institutional client type category (IMA, 2012). 

The pension system consists of three major divisions, as shown in figure 1. The first division 

is the State Pensions, divided in two subdivisions. The first subdivision is the Base State 

Pension which is a flat-rate pension provided by the state. The second subdivision is the State 

Second Pension (SP2), a supplementary pension provided by the state, employers and 

financial institutions in the private sector. This subdivision can be defined by two options for 

the pensioners. The first option is a state system which provides a low pension relative to 

earnings, but which is indexed to the prices after retirement resulting in a fairly high pension. 

Unfortunately, with this option of pension system follows weak transfer values when 

changing jobs, hence resulting in the high pension only applying for workers spending most 

of their employed lives at the same company. The second alternative is a personal pension 

system where the pension is fully portable between jobs. This alternative of pension is based 

on investment returns that can be uncertain and have additional management fees (Blake, 

2003).  

The second major division of the UK pension system is the Occupational Pension which was 

created under three legislations of the UK parliament1. The Occupational Pension can either 

be based on a Defined Benefit Pension Scheme2 or on a Defined Contribution Pension3 and 

most occupational pensions schemes have been set up as pension unit trusts (Blake, 2003).  

                                                 
1 (Pension Schemes Act 1993), (Pensions Act 1995) and (Pensions Act 1998). 
2 The Defined Benefit Pension Scheme is a pension plan where the employer uses a predetermined formula to 
calculate the benefit which is generally based on the salary and years of service of the employee (Foster, 1996). 
3 The Defined Contribution Pension Scheme is a pension plan where the annual contribution of the employer is 
defined and where these contributions are the only guarantee. The future benefits changes on the basis if 
investment earnings (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2008). 
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The third major division of the UK pension plan is the individual Personal Pension Scheme, 

often referred to as PPS. The PPS is an individual investment vehicle with tax-privilege and 

can be divided into three subdivisions as shown in figure 1 (Blake, 2003).  

 

Figure 1. Schematic Illustration of the UK Pension System (after Blake 2012) 

Since pension funds play a large role in the UK pension system, the managers of these funds 

have a significant role when it comes to how much money the UK population will receive 

after their retirement.  

2.2 Active and Passive Fund Management 

The approaches of active and passive management are graphically contrasted in Figure 2. 

Active managed funds can be described as a type of mutual fund, or in this specific study a 

type of pension fund, in which the manager of the fund selects securities in order to reach an 

objective. The objective can be to outperform indices or the general market or a specific 
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segment of the market. The active managers charge a management fee which is an 

administration charge for overseeing the portfolio. Passive portfolio management is defined as 

buying and selling securities in order to reflect changes in a benchmark index. The passively 

managed funds are often called index- or a tracker funds since this type of fund tracks a stock 

or bond index. The tracker fund tries to copy either the general market or a specific segment 

of the market (Rubin, 2008).  

Figure 2. One-dimensional Graph Illustrating Basic Portfolio Management Styles (after 
Ambachtsheer & Farrell, 1979) 

Because of management charges, passive management generates a long-term return somewhat 

under the return on the market portfolio. There is some return variability from period-to-

period since it is typically not possible to exactly match the benchmark. The variability is 

shown by the bar representing passive management in Figure 2. When Active Management is 

successful it generates a long-term positive increase of returns net of fees. The cost of the 

positive increase is a larger period-to-period return variability, shown by the bar representing 

active management in Figure 2 (Ambachtsheer & Farrell, 1979).  
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3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

3.1 Capital Asset Pricing Model 

The capital asset pricing model (CAPM) is a development of Markowitz (1952) portfolio 

theory. Sharpe (1964), Treynor (1965), Lintner (1965) and Mossin (1966) are together seen as 

the creators of this model, since it is  the  result  of  several  researchers’  individual  contributions. 

It has become the most important model of the relationship between risk and return. The 

fundamental idea is that the potential return in a financial asset increase with proportion to the 

level of risk (Copeland et al, 2005). 

The model is founded on three main assumptions which must be fulfilled before the model 

can be used in a successful way. The first assumption is that investors can buy and sell all 

securities at competitive market prices (without incurring taxes or transaction costs) and can 

borrow and lend at the risk-free interest rate. The second assumption is that investors hold 

only efficient portfolios of traded securities, i.e. portfolios that yield the maximum expected 

return for a given level of volatility. The third assumption is that the investors have 

homogeneous expectations of the volatilities, correlations and expected returns of the 

securities (Berk & DeMarzo, 2007).  

The model is explained by the equation  𝑅 = 𝑅 + 𝛽 𝑅 − 𝑅 . 𝑅   is the expected rate of 

return, 𝑅   is the risk free rate, which is the rate where the risk of losing money is theoretically 

zero, and 𝑅  is the expected market return. The measure of risk is the 𝛽-value, which 

indicates the volatility of the asset in relation to the overall market. Hence, according to the 

CAPM, the only way to generate higher returns is to increase the level of risk in the portfolio 

(Berk & DeMarzo, 2007). 

The model was reviewed by Black et al. (1972), where the relationship between the value of 𝛽 

and returns was tested for U.S. equities. The study showed that equities with low 𝛽 performed 

better than what the CAPM predicted, as equities with high 𝛽 performed worse. Fama and 

French (2006) have made a similar study on U.S. equities where they concluded that no 

connection between 𝛽 -value and returns could be proved between 1926 and 2004. 
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3.2 Jensen’s  𝜶 

Jensen’s  𝛼 is a measure of abnormal performance. The abnormal performance is defined as all 

return exceeding a certain benchmark4, for instance the theoretical returns the fund should 

generate according to the CAPM model. The measure was developed by Michael Jensen 

(1968) in a study of risk adjusted returns of 115 U.S. mutual funds during 1945 through 1964.  

The model is based on the previously explained CAPM and its theoretical assumptions. 

CAPM shows the theoretical returns of a fund or security, where 𝛽 represents the volatility 

and therefore a higher return is possible for funds with higher values of 𝛽. Jensen’s  𝛼 is 

obtained   when   comparing   a   fund’s   actual   return   with   the theoretical return according to 

CAPM. In other words, the 𝛼 represents the risk adjusted abnormal excess returns of a fund. 

Hence, 𝛼 can   be   seen   as   a   measure   of   how  well   a   fund  manager   performs.   Jensen’s   𝛼 is 

described as: 𝛼 = 𝑅 − (𝑅 + 𝛽 𝑅 − 𝑅 ), where 𝑅  is the return of the specific portfolio, 

𝑅  is the risk-free rate, 𝛽  is the volatility of the specific fund and 𝑅  is the market return 

(Jensen, 1968).  

In the original research by Jensen (1968), it was shown that a majority of the funds in the 

sample generated a negative 𝛼, which means that only few managers succeeded with 

contributing  to  the  funds’  performance.  

3.3 Fama-French Three-Factor Model 

The three-factor model by Fama and French (1993) was designed to describe stock returns. 

The CAPM, which is the traditional asset pricing model, uses one variable 𝛽, to describe the 

returns of a portfolio. The three-factor model adds two other factors to CAPM in order to 

describe the returns. Fama and French (1993) found that stocks of companies with low total 

value of issued shares and stocks with high book-to-market5 ratio had a tendency to do better 

in   the  market.   The   two   factors   added   to  CAPM   reflect   a   portfolio’s   exposure   to   these   two  

classes of stocks and can be described as: 𝑅 = 𝑅 + 𝛽 𝑅 − 𝑅 + 𝑠 𝑆𝑀𝐵 + ℎ 𝐻𝑀𝐿 + 𝛼 , 

where 𝛼  is the average return not explained by the model, SMB is the size-growth return and 

HML is the value-growth return. SMB is an acronym of Small (market capitalization) Minus 

Big. It measures the difference between the returns on portfolios with small and big market 
                                                 
4 In this study: CAPM and the three-factor model of Fama and French.  
5 This is defines as the balance sheet value of common equity divided by the market value of common equity. 
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capitalization stocks with almost the same weighted book-to-market equity. HML is an 

acronym of High (book-to-market ratio) Minus Low. It measures the difference in returns 

between high and low book-to-market portfolios with almost the same weighted average size. 

3.4 The Arithmetic of Active Management 

The arithmetic of active management or equilibrium accounting was presented by William 

Sharpe (1991) where he proved by simple means of arithmetic mathematics that the average 

returns of active management will be equal to the average returns of passive management. 

Gross returns, i.e. before costs, on an average actively managed dollar are equal to the average 

return on a passively managed dollar. The net returns, i.e. after costs, on an average actively 

managed dollar are less than the return on a passively managed dollar. This statement must 

hold in any time period, according to Sharpe (1991) and depends only on the laws of addition, 

subtraction, multiplication and division. 

An investor who holds securities on a market must be classified as either active or passive. 

The passive investor will always hold a portfolio of securities that replicates the holdings of 

the market, whereas the active manager will perform trading activities and hold a portfolio 

that differs from the portfolio of a passive investor at some or all times. The costs of active 

management are generally higher than passive management since the active investors will try 

to identify mispriced securities which require more research and incur costs related to 

transactions. The passive management will not require any research costs and less transaction 

costs compared to the active management. Over a specific time period the market return is 

value-weighted and each passive investor receives exactly the market return before costs. 

Since the market return is a weighted average of the passive and active segments of the 

market it infers that the return on the average managed dollar must be equal to the market 

return. The passive investor will have zero abnormal returns before costs. The aggregate 

abnormal returns before costs of active management will also be zero, but negative net of 

costs. This implies that in aggregate and net of costs, active management is a negative sum 

game. However, individual active managers may still generate positive abnormal returns, but 

only at expense of other active investors. 
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4. PREVIOUS FINDINGS  

A study of mutual fund performance was made by Fama and French (2010) from the 

perspective of equilibrium accounting, i.e. arithmetic of active management. This means that 

active investment is a zero sum game and that if active investors have a positive abnormal 

expected return 𝛼, it is at expense of other active investors. This implies that the net returns to 

investors must be a negative sum game. The period examined in the study is 1984 through 

2006. The models used as performance measures are the Fama and French (1993) three-factor 

model and the four-factor model6 of Carhart (1997). The authors found that the aggregate 

value-weighted portfolio of active funds, primarily invested in U.S. equities, was close to the 

market portfolio. Fama and French also found that the portfolio of active funds produced an 𝛼 

close to zero, relative to common benchmarks. The authors concluded that the 𝛼 estimated on 

the net returns was negative by the amount of fund expenses, which means that the costs of 

active management appeared intact as lower return to investors.  

The authors also tested if there were actively managed mutual funds with a positive 𝛼 that 

were balanced by actively managed funds with a negative 𝛼 and tried to distinguish luck from 

skill. The authors inferred superior and inferior funds by using histories of fund returns and 

bootstrap simulations of return histories. Actual cross-sections of fund 𝛼-estimates were 

compared with the results of 10.000 bootstrap simulations of the cross-section. The bootstrap 

simulations were performed on both net and gross returns. The results of net returns indicate 

that only few funds produced risk adjusted abnormal excess returns large enough to cover the 

costs imposed on the investor. The bootstrap results from gross returns imply that there was 

an existence of skilled managers but that the performance of these skilled managers was 

absorbed by the expenses.  

A study of U.S. mutual funds by Kosowski et al (2006) is the precursor of the Fama and 

French study described earlier and was the first study in which a bootstrap method was used 

to analyze fund performance. The authors used the cross-section bootstrap simulation 

technique to analyze the performance of the U.S. equity mutual fund industry during the 

period 1975 through 2002. The Carhart (1997) four-factor model was used as a measure of 

performance and actual cross-sections of fund 𝛼-estimates were compared with the results of 

1.000 bootstrap simulations of the cross-section. The authors found that there was an 

                                                 
6 The four-factor extends the Fama-French three-factor model with a momentum factor.  
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existence of both skilled managers and managers with bad skill. That is, the findings indicate 

that the performances of the worst and best managers were not due solely to luck and that an 

extensive minority of managers were in fact skilled. However, the main inference from the 

study is more positive than the study of Fama and French, since the results imply that among 

the best funds many have more than sufficient skill to cover costs. One of the reasons of the 

comparatively positive result is the simulation approach used in the study. Kosowski et al. 

perform individual simulations of each fund, whereas Fama and French jointly sample fund 

returns. The effect of this is that the simulations of Kosowski et al. do not take into account 

the correlation of 𝛼-estimates for the different funds arising from the fact that a benchmark 

model does not capture all common variation in fund returns. Another explanation of the 

positive results in relation to Fama and French is that there is an existence of survivorship bias 

to a greater extent in the sample used in the bootstrap simulations (Fama & French, 2010). 

A study made by Cuthbertson et al. of mutual fund performance used comprehensive data on 

UK equity funds from 1976 to 2002 in the same cross-section bootstrap methodology as 

Kosowski et al. in order to distinguish luck from skill. The samples used consisted of unit 

trusts7, primarily investing in UK equities. Both dead and alive funds were included in the 

study to mitigate survivorship bias. Indices were used in order to create the different risk 

factors. The FTSE All Share Index was used as a proxy for the market portfolio and the one-

month UK Treasury Bill was used to calculate the excess return. The size-growth return of 

Fama and French (1993) 𝑆𝑀𝐵 , was constructed by using the difference between the monthly 

returns of the Hoare Govett Small Companies Index and the returns on the FTSE 100 index. 

The value-growth return 𝐻𝑀𝐿 , was constructed in a similar way by using the difference 

between the monthly returns of the Morgan Stanley Capital International UK value index and 

the returns on the Morgan Stanley Capital International UK growth index.  

The authors found an existence of stock picking ability among a small number of the top 

performing funds that they concluded was not solely due to luck. They also found that the 

underperforming funds were not unlucky, but demonstrate bad skill. Cuthbertson et al. 

concluded that for the majority of funds with positive abnormal performance, this could be 

attributed to good luck.  

                                                 
7 Unit Trusts are open-ended Mutual Funds and differ from Investment Trusts which are close-end funds.  
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The different studies presented above, more or less, make the same inferences; there is an 

existence of skilled managers among the top performing funds. Kosowski et al (2006) used a 

long history of fund return; however, the period only extends to 2002. The same applies for 

the study of Cuthbertson et al (2008), where the data period also only extends to 2002. The 

study with the most recent data on mutual fund returns is the one by Fama and French (2010), 

where data on fund returns ends at 2006. However, all these studies are made on return data 

before the financial crisis in 2007-08 and two of the studies are made on U.S. mutual funds. 

The results from this thesis may differ, since much has happened during the later parts of the 

first decade of the 21st century. A comparison with the results from the study of Cuthbertson 

et al. is of interest since their study is made on UK funds before the financial crisis. The fact 

that the authors used indices to compute risk factors instead of data on equity returns might 

also create differences in the results.  

There are not as many studies of European fund performance as it is on U.S. mutual funds, 

especially studies using bootstrap simulations to separate skill from luck. However, there are 

studies on European fund performance that test the persistence of fund returns to evaluate if 

past winners continue to outperform and if past losers keep on producing low returns. There is 

a drawback with persistence studies since the funds are ranked on short-term performance. 

Because of the short-term ranking, the evidence of persistence might be small due to the fact 

that the allocation of winners and losers would largely be based on noise. One of the studies 

of European funds is made by Otten and Bams (2002) where mutual funds from the UK, 

France, Germany, Italy and the Netherlands during the period 1991 through 1998 are covered. 

The authors found that German funds are the only ones with a negative 𝛼 and that the UK 

funds where the only ones with significantly positive 𝛼’s.   The   study only showed weak 

evidence of persistence with exception from the UK funds where the managers seemed to 

have skill. The result of UK fund return persistence confirmed the result from a study made 

by Blake and Timmerman (1998) where evidence of persistence was shown.  
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5. METHOD 

The method of this study is similar to the approach used by Fama and French (2010) in their 

article analyzing the returns of U.S. mutual funds. The method can be divided into two main 

parts where the first is to create a benchmark for evaluating aggregate fund performance and 

the second is to use bootstrap simulations in order to separate skill from luck in the 

performance of the individual funds. 

5.1 Performance Models 

The main benchmark of this study is the Fama-French (1993) three-factor model, but results 

for the CAPM model will also be shown. The CAPM model uses the following time-series 

regression to measure performance, where observed returns are reflected rather than expected 

and an intercept that captures the abnormal return is included: 

𝑅 − 𝑅 = 𝛼 + 𝛽 𝑅 − 𝑅 + 𝑒     (1) 

The three-factor model has two factors added in the time-series regression to measure fund 

performance: 

𝑅 − 𝑅 = 𝛼 + 𝛽 𝑅 − 𝑅 + 𝑠 𝑆𝑀𝐵 + ℎ 𝐻𝑀𝐿 + 𝑒   (2) 

In both models, 𝑅  is the return of fund 𝑖 at month 𝑡, 𝑅  is the risk free rate at month 𝑡, 𝑅  

is the market return at month 𝑡 and 𝑒  is the regression residual. The coefficients8  𝛽 , 𝑠  and 

ℎ  describe  a  diversified  portfolio  of  passive  benchmarks  which  imitates  the  fund’s  exposures  

to common factors in return. The intercepts 𝛼  of both models are the measure of risk adjusted 

abnormal performance. A positive expected 𝛼  is interpreted as good performance and a 

negative expected 𝛼  as bad performance.  

The performance models are first used to measure the performance of an equal-weighted 

(EW) portfolio, where all funds have the same weight and are balanced at the beginning of 

each month. Secondly, the performance model is used on each fund individually to determine 

which funds to include in the bootstrap analysis. Returns are measured both before and after 

costs, i.e. gross and net. The intercept of the EW portfolio tells if the funds on average 

                                                 
8 A description of how the risk factors are constructed is provided in part 5.3.1 
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produce a different return than what is given by the exposure to the common factors in return. 

The interpretation of the intercept is different between gross and net returns. The intercept of 

the gross return tells if the active manager has any skill and the intercept of net return tells if 

the active manager is skilled enough to generate risk adjusted abnormal excess return to cover 

the costs imposed on the investors.  

5.2 Bootstrap Methodology 

Bootstrapping is an approach to using sample statistics to make inferences about the 

population parameters and it differs from the traditional parametric approach in that it 

employs large number of repetitive computations to estimate the shape of a statistic’s  

sampling distribution. The traditional parametric approach has analytic formulas and strong 

distributional assumptions. The key analogy of the bootstrap is that the population is to the 

sample as the sample is to the bootstrap. It may sometimes be better to make inferences about 

the characteristics of a population strictly from the sample instead of making possibly 

unrealistic assumptions about the population (Mooney & Duval, 1993). Kosowski et al. 

(2006) showed in their study that a large part of the mutual funds in their sample had 𝛼’s  from  

non-normal distribution and concluded that normality is a poor approximation in practice 

even for large mutual fund performance. The bootstrap can improve this approximation.  

Bootstrapping involves resampling the data from the sample with replacement to generate an 

empirical estimate of an entire population. The basic bootstrap approach, which is used in this 

study, treats the sample as if it is the population and applies Monte Carlo-sampling to 

generate   an   empirical   estimate   of   the   statistic’s   sampling   distribution   (Mooney & Duval, 

1993). The bootstrap is used to separate skill from luck for individual funds and the statistic of 

interest in this thesis is 𝛼 , the abnormal risk adjusted excess return of the population. In 

accordance with the bootstrap analogy, the inference of the population 𝛼 will be made strictly 

from the sample estimate 𝛼 and the statistic 𝛼 computed from the bootstrap sample. 

The aim of the bootstrapping is to infer if 𝛼 > 0, i.e. if abnormal risk adjusted excess return 

of the population is positive and can be interpreted as good performance due to skill. This is 

done by first estimating 𝛼 from the sample of the fund. The data is then resampled with 

replacement from the sample and a new time series is created from the bootstrap sample. To 

separate skill from luck, the new time series is constructed in a way that imposes a zero true 

abnormal return, i.e. the value of 𝛼 is set to zero. This creates an artificial return where no 
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outperformance exists. The artificial return is then used to compute 𝛼. Thus, 𝛼 is the variation 

in sampling around the true value of zero and is solely due to luck. The difference 𝛼 − 𝛼 

gives a value which can be utilized in statistical hypothesis testing since a large number of 

bootstrap values √𝑁(𝛼 − 𝛼) can be used to estimate the distribution of √𝑁(𝛼 − 𝛼). When the 

estimated distribution is created, a one-sided confidence interval is created to determine if the 

fund manager is skilled or lucky. Assume we are interested in if the performance of fund i is 

due to luck or skill. If the estimated 𝛼  is larger than the 5% upper-tail cut off point from the 

estimated distribution, the null hypothesis is rejected with a 95% confidence. This would 

mean that the performance is due to skill. The null- and alternative hypothesis of the test are 

formulated as the following: 

𝐻 :  𝛼 = 0 and 𝐻 :  𝛼 > 0 

To prepare for the bootstrap the performance benchmark (2) is used to compute OLS-

estimated 𝛼’s,   factor   loading  and   residuals   for  each   fund  using  gross   returns  minus   the   risk  

free rate. The estimated version of regression (2) is  

𝑟 , = 𝛼 + 𝛽 𝑅 − 𝑅 + �̂� 𝑆𝑀𝐵 + ℎ 𝐻𝑀𝐿 + �̂� ,   (3) 

where 𝑟 ,  is the return of fund i minus the risk free rate. Funds with negative estimations of 𝛼 

are removed and only funds with positive 𝛼’s   are   then   used   in   the   bootstrap. Funds with 

positive estimates are included since the aim is to analyze whether outperformance is due to 

skill, not to analyze if failure in performance is due to bad skill. 

The cause of resampling is to mimic the random component of the process. The classic 

regression model holds that the regressors are fixed and that the response is a function of 

these regressors and a random error. The only random aspect of the regression process is the 

error term and therefore it is the measure that should be resampled in this bootstrap (Mooney 

& Duval, 1993). The basic bootstrap of this thesis uses residual resampling under the null 

hypothesis of no outperformance and this involves the following steps (Efron & Tibshirani, 

1993). 

1. Fund i, which has a positive estimated 𝛼 , is selected to start the bootstrap procedure. 

From the computation of OLS-estimated 𝛼’s,   factor   loading   and   residuals   in   the  
preparation, the estimates of coefficients  𝛼 ,   𝛽 ,   �̂�  and ℎ  were saved together with the 
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time series of estimated residuals  �̂� , , 𝑡 = 𝑇 ,… , 𝑇 . 𝑇  and 𝑇  are the dates of the 

first and last month returns for fund i.  

 

2. A random sample is drawn with replacement from fund i's residuals. This creates a 

time series of resampled residuals, �̂� , , 𝑡 = 𝑠 ,… , 𝑠 , where b is an index for the 

bootstrap number and s is time series indices.  

 

3. The original chronological ordering of the factor returns is retained and the resampled 

bootstrap residuals are used to construct a time series of artificial monthly returns for 

the fund, where the null hypothesis 𝛼 = 0  is imposed. This is shown in equation (4) 

where the simulated returns have a zero true 𝛼 by construction. Setting true 𝛼 to zero 

leads to a world where the manager has enough skill to produce expected returns 

corresponding to the benchmark. 

�̃� , = 0 + 𝛽 𝑅 − 𝑅 + �̂� 𝑆𝑀𝐵 + ℎ 𝐻𝑀𝐿 + �̃� ,   (4) 

 

4. The simulated �̃� ,  is regressed for the bootstrap sample b on the risk factors in the 

performance model. This generates estimates of 𝛼  for the fund. When the 𝛼  is 

obtained, the difference between the artificial abnormal excess return and the 

estimated abnormal excess return, 𝛼 − 𝛼 , is computed. 

 

5. Step 2 through 4 is repeated 𝑏 = 1000 times to construct an empirical distribution of 

the difference 𝛼 − 𝛼 .  

When the empirical distribution is created, a one-sided 95% confidence interval is constructed 

by calculating the critical value as 𝛼 − 𝑞(95%) arising from  

𝐸 {𝑃 𝑟{(𝛼 − 𝛼 ) ≤ 𝑞(95%)}} = 0.95    (5) 

where 𝑞(95%) is the quantile for the distribution of 𝛼 − 𝛼 . If [𝛼 − 𝑞(95%)] > 0 the null 

hypothesis 𝐻 :  𝛼 = 0 is rejected in favor of the alternative 𝐻 :  𝛼 > 0 which would mean 

that the abnormal returns are due to skill and not luck. The procedure is repeated for all funds 

with a positive 𝛼 in order to test if skill can be separated from luck.  
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5.3 Data 

According to Morningstar (2013) there are approximately 15,000 pension funds in the U.K 

market and when limiting this to equity funds for all company sizes there are 1,771 pension 

funds to choose from. Out of these funds, 182 have historical data ranging back to the 

beginning of this century. Ethical funds and funds not available to everyone are excluded. To 

achieve better focus on the performance of active managers, tracker or index funds are also 

excluded. The distinction between passive and active management is often hard to define. In 

this study only funds that explicitly aim to track an index are defined as passive funds. When 

the funds marked as tracker or index funds are removed, the number of funds is reduced to 

162. Since this is a large number of pension funds it is possible to make the restriction based 

on historical data even more narrow. When restricting the sample to the funds with historical 

data ranging back 20 years or more, 102 pension funds can be used. Even though the funds in 

the chosen sample have 20 years of return histories, the scope of this thesis is January 2000 

through December 2012. The sample of pension fund returns is retrieved from the financial 

database Datastream (Thomson Financial, 2013). 

The fund returns available in Datastream are calculated net of management fees. In order to 

compute gross returns the expense ratios of each fund is needed for every year. This data is 

not available in Datastream and instead maximum management fees are retrieved from 

Morningstar (2013). The reported maximum management fee is the maximum percentage cost 

a fund will charge and might be higher than the actual management fee. The maximum 

management fee includes costs related to management, administration, distribution and 

information (Fees and Expenses Morningstar, 2013). Unfortunately, this data is not reported 

for all funds in the sample. For these funds, an average has been calculated with a random 

sample of 200 actively managed UK equity pension funds from Morningstar. The average 

maximum management fee used is 1.4% of the fund yearly returns. In other studies, the 

missing data have been filled by an average expense ratio of funds with the same amount of 

AUM, but since such data was not available that method could not be used. This means that 

the gross returns are not fully reliable, but are still kept in the study. 

The FTSE All Share Index is used as a proxy for the market portfolio and three-month UK 

Treasury Bill Rate as a proxy for Risk Free rate in order to create the market factor, 𝑅 − 𝑅 . 

To create the portfolios mimicking the size factor, 𝑆𝑀𝐵 , and growth factor, 𝐻𝑀𝐿 , equities 
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registered on the London Stock Exchange Main Market are used (London Stock Exchange, 

2013). The data to create these risk factors are retrieved from Datastream. 

5.3.1 Forming the dataset 

Returns are not available in pure form in Datastream, and instead the return index is used to 

compute returns. The return index shows a theoretical growth in value of a share holding over 

a specific time period, assuming dividends are re-invested to purchase additional units of a 

fund at the closing bid-price. The fund returns are measured gross of taxes of dividends and 

net of management fees. In order to create monthly gross returns, 1/12 of  the  fund’s  maximum 

management fee is added to the monthly returns. If data on management fees are missing, 

1.40% is used, which is the average value of maximum management fee of 200 random 

actively managed UK equity pension funds reported on Morningstar.  

In order to create the size return  𝑆𝑀𝐵  and the value-growth return  𝐻𝑀𝐿 , data on market 

capitalization and book-equity is needed for equities on the London Stock Exchange Main 

Market. First, information on which stocks are registered on the main market is obtained from 

the website of the London Stock Exchange (London Stock Exchange, 2013). The data needed 

to construct the risk factors are downloaded from Datastream. Stocks are sorted into two size 

groups, Small and Big, at the end of June of each year 𝑘 based on their market capitalization. 

In Datastream, Market Value to Book Value is available for all equities and this is used to 

compute its inverse, Book-to-Market equity. This is defined as the balance sheet value of 

common equity divided by the market value of common equity. The stocks are sorted into 

three Book-to-Market equity groups; Low (the bottom 30 % of B/M), Medium (the middle 40 

% of B/M) and High (the top 30 % of B/M). The Book-to-Market equity is for the end of 

December of year  𝑘 − 1. According to Fama and French (1993), the reason the stocks are 

sorted into two groups on size and three groups on growth is that the growth has a stronger 

role in average stock returns than the size. Six value weighted portfolios are created in the 

following way: SmallLow, SmallMedium, SmallHigh, BigLow, BigMedium, BigHigh, where, 

for instance the SmallLow portfolio includes the stocks that are in the Small Capitalization 

group as well as the Low B/M group. Table 1 shows how the six portfolios are constructed. 
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 Table 1. Portfolios of SMB and HML Factors 

 
Median of Market Capitalization 

 SmallHigh BigHigh 
70th B/M Percentile 

SmallMedium BigMedium 
30th B/M Percentile 

SmallLow SmallLow 
  

The monthly return of each portfolio is the value-weighted monthly return of the stocks 

included in the portfolio. The portfolios are reweighted at the end of June every year. The 

value weighted portfolios are computed with the following formula 

𝑅 , = ∑ 𝑤 , 𝑅 ,      (6) 

where 𝑅 ,  is the return of portfolio p in month m, 𝑤 ,  is the weight of stock i in portfolio p 

at time t and 𝑅 ,  is the return of stock i in month m. To create  𝑆𝑀𝐵 , the average of month 𝑡 
returns on the three small stock portfolios will be subtracted by the average return of the three 

big stock portfolios. To create  𝐻𝑀𝐿 , the average of the returns of the two high portfolios will 

be subtracted by the average return of the two low portfolios. The construction of the risk 

factors is illustrated by the following equations: 

𝑆𝑀𝐵 = 1 ⁄ 3  (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ + 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚 + 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐿𝑜𝑤) − 1 ⁄ 3  (𝐵𝑖𝑔𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ +
𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚 + 𝐵𝑖𝑔𝐿𝑜𝑤)     (7) 

𝐻𝑀𝐿 = 1 2 (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ + 𝐵𝑖𝑔𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ) − 1 2 (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐿𝑜𝑤 + 𝐵𝑖𝑔𝐿𝑜𝑤) (8) 

5.3.2 Data Restrictions 

Since most data is retrieved from Datastream there is a limitation to what can be used and not. 

Ideally  data   for   every   fund’s   assets  under  management (AUM) would have been needed in 

order to create value-weighted portfolios. This would have made it possible to make 

inferences about the fate of the aggregate wealth invested in the funds. Instead, only equal-

weighted portfolios have been constructed, which shows the performance of the average fund. 

It would also have been preferred to use the one-month UK Treasury Bill since monthly 

returns have been used for the funds, but the data for this index only ranges back to 2002. 

Instead the three-month bill has been used.  
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There is a limitation with the selected sample of pension funds. Datastream has data available 

for approximately 40,000 UK unit trusts but there is no explanation if these are equity pension 

funds. To make the selection of funds, the website of the investment research firm 

Morningstar was used where there is no information of suspended or dead funds. This means 

that the sample used in the study does not include any suspended or dead funds, which might 

lead to survivorship bias. Survivorship bias means that the results of the study skew higher 

since failed funds tend to be excluded from performance studies and only funds successful 

enough to survive until the end of the period are included. This is important to bear in mind 

when analyzing the results from the study.  

5.4 Summary Statistics 

Table 2 shows summary statistics for the explanatory variables in regressions (1) and (2) for 

the period of January 2000 through December 2012. All returns are low but the highest 

average return can be found in value-growth factor,  𝐻𝑀𝐿 , with 0.0042% per month (t = 

1.66). The average value for the size return,  𝑆𝑀𝐵 , is 0.0004% per month (t = 0.11) and for 

the monthly market premium,  𝑅 − 𝑅 , the average return is as low as 0.0009% (t = 0.25).  

Table 2. Summary Statistics 
𝑅   is the FTSE All Share Index and 𝑅  is three-month UK Treasury Bill Rate. The 
construction of 𝑆𝑀𝐵  and 𝐻𝑀𝐿  is described in section 5.3.1 and follows Fama and French 
(1993). The table shows average monthly returns, standard deviations of monthly returns and 
t-statistic for average monthly returns for the period January 2000 through December 2012. 

Average Return   Standard Deviation   t-statistic 

𝑅 − 𝑅  SMB HML 

 

𝑅 − 𝑅  SMB HML 

 

𝑅 − 𝑅  SMB HML 

0.0009 0.0004 0.0042   0.0457 0.0383 0.0319   0.2518 0.1142 1.6586 

 

Table 3 shows a correlation matrix with simple correlation coefficients which gives an idea if 

there is a linear association between the variables. The correlation coefficient is a value 

between -1 and 1, and if the correlation coefficient is close to zero the factor values are spread 

randomly and if the correlation coefficient is close to one the factors are moving in the same 

direction (Chatfield, 2004). The correlation coefficients indicate a weak linear relationship 

between 𝑅 − 𝑅  and SMB and between 𝑅 − 𝑅  and HML as well. There is a moderate 

negative linear relationship between SMB and HML.  
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Table 3 also shows the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) for the variables which gives an idea if 

there is multicollinearity between the variables. The VIF value is calculated by running an 

OLS with 𝑋  as function of all other explanatory variables and then using the 𝑅  from the 

regression in the equation 𝑉𝐼𝐹 𝛽 = ( ). The rule of thumb is that a VIF value greater 

than five indicates severe multicollinearity but according  to  O’Brien  (2007) results should not 

be completely rejected even if multicollinearity exists, but if the value exceeds 10 it is 

considered to be very high. However, the VIF values for the models are low and there seems 

to be no sign of severe multicollinearity.  

Table 3. Correlation Matrix and VIF 
  𝑅 − 𝑅  SMB HML VIF 

𝑅 − 𝑅  1.00   1.00 
SMB -0.234 1.00  1.06 
HML 0.1535 -0.6454 1.00 1.51 
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6. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

6.1 Regression Results for Active Funds 

Table 4 shows the estimates of regressions (1) and (2) for monthly returns of 2000 to 2012 on 

an equal weighted portfolio. Since the funds are equally weighted each month, the intercepts 

show if funds on average generate returns different from what is implied by the funds’ 

exposure to common risk factors in return. In other words, the intercepts summarize the 

average performance of funds. Estimates of regressions (1) and (2) for fund returns are 

measured in gross and net, where the net return is what the investor receives. The intercepts of 

net returns tell if active managers on average have sufficient skill to produce returns large 

enough to cover the costs imposed on investors. In terms of net returns to investors the 

performance is weak since both annualized intercepts report negative net returns of 

approximately -0.016%. The intercepts of gross return test if the managers have any skill at all 

and even though the intercepts are negative for gross return with approximately -0.0005%, the 

returns are closer to zero compared with net. However, these intercepts are not significant and 

can thereby not be reliably separated from zero. There is no evidence that the average 

performance of funds before expenses gains or suffers loss due to active management. 

Table 4. Intercepts and Slopes of Regression 
The table shows intercepts and t-statistics for the intercepts of the CAPM and three-factor 
model estimated on equal weight net and gross returns on the portfolios of actively managed 
pension funds. The table also shows the coefficients b, s and h for  𝑅 − 𝑅 , SMB and HML 
respectively. t-statistics for the coefficients and 𝑅  are also reported in the table. The slopes 
and the t-statistic of the coefficients are the same for net and gross up to five decimals. The t-
statistic, t(Coef) for the market coefficient tests if b is different from 1.0, calculated as  (1 −
𝑏)/𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟. Gross returns are net returns plus a twelfth of the average funds 
maximum management fee for the year. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
  𝟏𝟐 ∗ 𝛂         

 

    Net    Gross        𝒃       𝒔     𝒉     𝑹𝟐                  𝑹𝟐 

Coef -0.01548 -0.00048 0.88939*** 

  

0.91743        0.91690     

t(Coef) -1.32132 -0.04097 -3.52692 

   Coef -0.01548 -0.00048 0.92311*** 0.16110*** -0.01960 0.94027        0.93910 

t(Coef) -1.53292 -0.05258 -3.00733 6.42818 -0.64198 
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The market coefficients, b, in Table 4 are statistically significant at the level of 1% and both 

are close to 1.0. The 𝑆𝑀𝐵  slope of 0.16, which is significant at the 1%-level, suggests a 

tendency of smaller funds being more likely to invest in small stocks. The 𝐻𝑀𝐿  slope is 

close to zero but not statistically significant. The market return alone explains 91.7% of the 

variance of the monthly fund return. All together in an equilibrium accounting perspective, 

this implies that the active pension funds in aggregate before expenses hold a portfolio that 

imitates market portfolio returns during 2000 to 2012. However, for some of the investment 

managers this might not hold and this will be analyzed with bootstrap simulations. 

6.2 Bootstrap Analysis 

When preparing for the bootstrap analysis the three-factor model performance benchmark (2) 

was used to compute estimated 𝛼’s  for  each  fund.  Results  from  the  bootstrap  analysis  using  

the CAPM model (1) are presented in Appendix 2. The output from the regressions showed 

that 21 funds had a positive estimated 𝛼, using the three-factor model. The frequency 

Figure 3. Frequency Distribution of Estimated Risk Adjusted Abnormal Performance 
The fund returns are calculated gross of expenses. The category of the x-axis is calculated as 
12 ∗ 𝛼. The mean value of 𝛼 is -0.0048. 
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distribution of the estimated 𝛼’s   is   presented   in   figure   3. To test if the superior fund 

performance is due to skill or luck, only funds with a positive estimated abnormal return is 

included in the bootstrap analysis where the funds are examined one by one. The fund with 

the highest estimated 𝛼 is Royal London United Assurance UK Equity Growth 2 Pension. As 

showed in table 5, the bootstrap simulations produced a critical value of 0.00377 which is 

larger than zero. This means that the null hypothesis, 𝐻 : 𝛼 = 0, is rejected in favor of the 

alternative 𝐻 : 𝛼 > 0. The fact that the null hypothesis is rejected implies that the abnormal 

returns in this fund are generated as an effect of skill and not luck. When proceeding with the 

bootstrap analysis for the rest of the funds with a positive estimated 𝛼 it appears that the null 

hypothesis is rejected for eight funds in total and accepted for thirteen funds. Hence, out of 

the 102 pension funds in the original sample, eight have managers with enough skill to 

generate risk adjusted abnormal returns.  

Table 5. Critical Values Gross Returns 
The table shows the funds with positive estimations of 𝛼 with their respective critical value for 
the hypothesis testing. If 𝛼 − 𝑞(95%) > 0 the null hypothesis 𝐻  is rejected in favor of the 
alternative 𝐻 .  

 Gross Return 
Fund Name 𝛼  𝛼 − 𝑞(95%) 

Royal London United Assurance UK Equity Growth 2 Pension 0.00404 0.00377 
Phoenix Alba LASIA UK Equity Pension Fund 0.00376 0.00357 
Guardian Choices Equity Pension Fund 0.00355 0.00316 
St James P UK Equity Capital Pension Fund 0.00340 0.00384 
Aviva RP Ordinary Share NU Pension Fund 0.00315 0.00333 
Prudential M&G Recovery Capital Pension 0.00284 0.00220 
ReAssure Aegon UK Equity Capital 2 Pension Fund 0.00233 0.00174 
SLFC (LAUR) UK Equity Pension Fund 0.00122 -0.00093 
Friends Life UK Equity Capital Pension Fund 0.00112 -0.00180 
Sanlam UK Equity Series 6 Pension Fund 0.00082 -0.00190 
Prudential Assurance Company 1 Equity Pension 0.00068 -0.00159 
Phoenix H Equity B Pension Fund 0.00052 -0.00204 
SLFC UK Equity Growth 3 Pension Fund 0.00036 -0.00228 
ReAssure Gan UK Equity Type 1 1990 1 Pension Fund 0.00029 -0.00182 
Prudential M&G Recovery (ex M&G) Pension 0.00021 -0.00172 
Lloyds TSB UK Equity Pension Fund 0.00018 -0.00182 
Phoenix P Equity 5 Pension Fund 0.00016 -0.00181 
Phoenix H Equity D Pension Fund 0.00016 -0.00182 
St James P UK Equity Pension Fund 0.00014 -0.00224 
Phoenix Century UK Growth Cap 6 Pension Fund 0.00013 -0.00187 
Canada Life UK Equity 1 Pension Fund 0.00011 0.00001 
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The performances of the eight funds are estimated with gross returns, in other words before 

the costs included in management fees. Unfortunately, these eight funds are among the group 

where data on management fees were missing and where an average was used as a proxy. 

This means that the results from the gross returns should be interpreted with caution. To 

analyze from an investor perspective, net returns to investors are used to estimate 𝛼’s   and  
recreate the bootstrap for the eight funds with skilled performance. This shows if the 

managers have sufficient skill to cover the costs imposed on the investor or if the excess 

returns are absorbed by the management fees. 

The fund with the highest estimated 𝛼 from net returns is St James P UK Capital Pension 

Fund. As shown in table 6, the critical value of the fund is -0.00043 and the null hypothesis is 

accepted. Hence, the manager of this fund has skill, but not enough skill to generate risk 

adjusted excess return to cover the costs. The excess return of this fund is absorbed by the 

expenses imposed on the investor. The table also shows that the null hypothesis is accepted 

for one other fund and rejected for six funds. This means that the managers of the six funds, 

where the null was rejected, are skilled enough to generate risk adjusted abnormal excess 

return to cover the management fee. Hence, out of the 102 funds in the original sample, only 

21 generate positive estimates of 𝛼. From the 21 funds with positive estimates of 𝛼, eight 

have skilled managers and six out of these funds have managers skilled enough to generate 

abnormal excess returns large enough to cover the costs of the investors. The data on net 

returns are not subject to the same restrictions as gross returns and can be interpreted in a 

more reliable way.  

Table 6. Critical Values Net Returns 
The table shows the eight funds where the null hypothesis was rejected for gross return. The 
estimations of 𝛼 with their respective critical value for the hypothesis testing are given in the 
table. If 𝛼 − 𝑞(95%) > 0 the null hypothesis 𝐻  is rejected in favor of the alternative 𝐻 . 

 
Net Returns 

Fund Name 𝛼  𝛼 − 𝑞(95%) 
St James P UK Equity Capital Pension Fund 0.00302 -0.00043 
Guardian Choices Equity Pension Fund 0.00203 0.00212 
Aviva RP Ordinary Share NU Pension Fund 0.00201 0.00162 
Phoenix Alba LASIA UK Equity Pension Fund 0.00140 0.00063 
Royal London United Assurance UK Equity Growth 2 Pension 0.00166 0.00155 
Prudential M&G Recovery Capital Pension 0.00166 0.00057 
Canada Life UK Equity 1 Pension Fund 0.00132 0.00052 
ReAssure Aegon UK Equity Capital 2 Pension Fund -0.00053 -0.00260 
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7. DISCUSSION 

For the period January 2000 to December 2012 with a sample of 102 UK equity pension 

funds the results imply that the active pension funds in aggregate before expenses hold a 

portfolio that imitates market portfolio returns during the period. As questioned in the 

introduction, do fund managers of UK equity pension funds perform their work properly? If 

there are fund managers with enough skill to generate benchmark adjusted expected returns, 

their performance is hidden in aggregate results by the performance of the managers without 

enough skill. In this study the existence of such fund managers was tested by turning to the 

individual fund performance. Since there was a large sample of funds, many could have 

extreme returns by chance and this was investigated by a bootstrap simulation. When 

distinguishing between superior and inferior funds it was shown that only 21 out of the 102 

funds in the sample generated positive estimated 𝛼’s.  The  bootstrap  simulations  showed  that  

eight funds have managers with skill and six of these managers are skilled enough to cover 

the costs of the investors.  

The result is in line with the previous research of UK mutual funds by Cuthbertson et al. 

(2008). Stock picking ability is found among a small number of the top performing funds in 

the sample of their study and in the sample of this study. Both studies also find that the 

majority of funds with positive abnormal performance can be attributed to luck and not skill. 

The results are similar despite the fact that the time scope of this thesis includes the years 

2007-2012, which have been one of the most turbulent eras in the history of stock exchange. 

However, there is a difference between the studies in terms of the sample selection. The 

sample used by Cuthbertson et al. is comparably free of survivorship bias since they include 

suspended and dead funds, whereas the sample of this thesis had to only include live funds. 

Therefore, the results of this study may skew higher than reality in terms of ratio between skill 

and luck among the top performing funds. It is likely, but not necessarily true, that the ratio 

between skilled and lucky managers of the full population of UK pension funds is lower than 

what the result of this study implies. The ratio between skilled and unskilled managers may 

also have been affected by the fact that an average management fee was used for some funds. 

It is not possible to determine whether more or fewer managers would have been defined as 

skilled if the correct management fee would have been used for every fund. However, the 

limitations of the dataset are important to bear in mind. The ratio between managers skilled or 
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unskilled enough to cover the expenses imposed on the investors is not affected by this 

limitation, since the data of net returns is free from these deficiencies.  

Even though it is time consuming, it would be interesting for future research to make a 

different sample of pension funds, where suspended or dead funds are included. Funds which 

do not cover the entire period in the study could also be included possibly yielding different 

results, since the risk of survivorship bias would be reduced. The study could also be done 

using longer time period, to see if the results would reject or support the results of this study. 

For future research it would also be interesting to include data on AUM for each fund in order 

to have the possibility to create a value weighted benchmark portfolio. The funds could be 

weighted by AUM at the beginning of each month and this would make it possible to analyze 

what happens to the aggregate wealth invested in the fund i.e. the performance of the 

aggregate wealth invested in the fund relative to the benchmark. It would also be preferable to 

retrieve  exact  values  of  each  fund’s  annual  expense  ratio.  Even  though it would be hard to do, 

this would make it possible to analyze gross returns in a more precise way. Another proposal 

for future research would be to include a momentum risk factor to create a Carhart (1997) 

four-factor model and compare this to the models used in this study. This would create a 

model with an additional risk factor, which could explain more of variation in the returns. 

From  the  investors’  perspective, it may be hard to evaluate funds and investment possibilities. 

However, one way to form an opinion of the performance of a fund is to review the ratings of 

the   investments   research  firm  Morningsstar.  The  aim  of  Morningstar’s   ratings   is   to  give   the  

investors a possibility to compare funds in a nuanced perspective, with historical risk adjusted 

returns. The measure compares the historical results for the last three years with funds whose 

focus is similar. Funds can receive up to five stars, where one star means that the fund is 

among the lowest 10% in its category, three stars means that the fund is in the middle 35% 

and five stars means that the fund is in the top 10%. Two and four stars represent the 22.5% 

between low, high and middle, respectively (Morningstar Rating, 2013). 

Table 7 shows the Morningstar ratings of the funds where managers have enough skill to 

produce risk adjusted excess return to cover expenses. Ratings are missing for two of the 

funds, which may be due to lack of information in the Morningstar database (Morningstar 

Rating, 2013). Four of the funds are rated, but none of the funds receives more than three 

stars.  This  shows  the  difficulty  in  evaluating  funds,  from  an  investor’s  perspective.  However, 

for some funds Morningstar provide a separate rating, where a committee of analysts have 
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evaluated the fund. Out of the six funds in the table, one has been evaluated by the committee 

and received the highest rating. This means that the analysts of the committee believe that the 

fund demonstrates a strong investment process that translates to an exceptionally long-term 

performance (About Morningstar OBSR Analyst Ratings for Funds, 2013). 

 Table 7. Morningstar Ratings 
The table shows the six funds where the null hypothesis was rejected for net return. The funds 
are ordered from highest to lowest, based on their value of 𝛼 − 𝑞(95%) from net returns. 

Fund Name 
Morningstar 

Rating 
Morningstar OBSR 

Analyst Rating 
Guardian Choices Equity Pension Fund  Not Reviewed 
Aviva RP Ordinary Share NU Pension Fund Not Rated Not Reviewed 
Royal London United Assurance UK Eq.Gw2  Not Reviewed 
Phoenix Alba LASIA UK Equity Pension Fund  Not Reviewed 
Prudential M&G Recovery Capital Pension  Gold 
Canada Life UK Equity 1 Pension Fund Not Rated Not Reviewed 
 

In conclusion, it is difficult for investors of pension funds to evaluate their options. However, 

the conclusion to be drawn from this thesis is that there are only a few managers who actually 

have skill and are able to perform their work properly. So, if pension savers choose pension 

funds with active fund management, they must therefore rely on the pension  fund  managers’ 

luck. 
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Appendix 1. List of Pension Funds and Regression Results 

Table 8. Individual Regression Runs of Equation (2) 
The table shows estimates from regression (2) for each fund individually estimated on gross 
returns. The table also gives the name and ISIN number of each fund. The ISIN number is 
used to identify the specific fund since names can vary in different sources. The period of the 
time series regression is January 2000 to December 2012 for all funds. 
ISIN number Name 𝛼 𝛽 𝑠 ℎ 

GB0006289077 Phoenix Life Limited Cent Uk Gw.8 Ac.Pn. -0.00046 0.04070 0.16200 0.10200 

GB0007771115 Save & Prosper Uk Eq.Pn. -0.00197 -0.00088 -0.00128 -0.00104 

GB0006289184 Phoenix Life Limited Cent Uk Gw.8 Cap Pn. -0.00107 -0.01130 0.02590 0.04370 

GB0005215453 Ryl.Hert Pn.Eq.Ac. 0.00052 -0.01730 -0.09460 0.05430 

GB0001715209 Slfc Assurance Uk Cannon Eq.Units Pn. -0.00173 0.07100 0.12000 0.39200 

GB0005797609 Sanlam UK Equity Series 6 Pension Fund 0.00082 -0.00892 -0.09560 0.08740 

GB0002159670 Sun Lf.Of Can.Confedtn. Eq.Pn. -0.00088 0.00014 -0.00897 0.13200 

GB0000033778 Abbey Lf.Asr.Pn.Eq.Fd.Ac -0.00102 -0.01270 -0.07480 0.02090 

GB0000124031 Can.Lf.Uk.Eq.Ac.Pn.Sr.1 0.00011 0.00018 -0.00071 -0.00107 

GB0006289523 Phoenix Life Limited Cent Uk Gw.7 Ac.Pn. -0.00406 -0.00237 -0.00108 -0.00052 

GB0006289630 Phoenix Life Limited Cent Uk Gw.7 Cap Pn. -0.00007 0.04360 -0.09830 0.03750 

GB0001717353 Slfc Assurance Uk Cannon Second Eq.Pn. -0.00015 0.00419 -0.07410 0.04270 

GB0005118699 Lgl.&Gen.Pn.Eq.Ac.Gen.1 -0.00280 0.00654 -0.08290 0.03010 

GB0005118582 Lgl.&Gen.Pn.Eq.Init.Gen. 1 -0.00003 0.04440 -0.09800 0.03580 

GB0009046524 Slfc Assurance Uk Lrntn Trdnt Eq.Pn. -0.00072 0.04520 -0.03920 0.14400 

GB0008599671 Axa Sun Life Eq.P Ac. -0.00093 0.04500 -0.03930 0.14400 

GB0003195137 Axa Eq.&Law Pn.Eq.Sr.6 -0.00019 0.02190 -0.03610 0.04740 

GB0003948113 Gre.Pn.Equity Ac. -0.00412 -0.01390 0.02460 0.04340 

GB0007047441 Sun Alliance Insurance Pgp Equity Fund Cap -0.00112 -0.01150 0.02590 0.04370 

GB0007047557 Phoenix P Equity 5 Pension Fund 0.00016 0.03510 -0.00632 0.17600 

GB0000298348 Gresham Equity Pn. -0.00550 0.03160 -0.04710 0.14800 

GB0007816951 Pru.Asr.Co.Eq.Pn.Init. Gbp -0.00465 0.05680 -0.04960 0.10100 

GB0005491724 Pru.M&G Eq.Pn.Cap. -0.00114 0.05910 -0.04930 0.10100 

GB0005492573 Pru.M&G Eq.Ac.Pn. -0.00053 0.04430 -0.03180 0.15800 

GB0007817033 Pru.Asr.Co.Eq.Pn.Pre A Gbp -0.00013 0.03660 -0.00807 0.17700 

GB0002383171 Windsor Lf.Asr.Crown Herit. -0.00023 0.09390 0.03310 0.20000 

GB0008394420 Standard Lf.Pn.Equity -0.00021 0.01220 0.13200 0.07670 

GB0006495880 Aviva Lf.&.Pnos.Uk Ltd. Ulp OrdinaryShare -0.00127 -0.01140 0.02580 0.04370 

GB0007555591 Ryl.Lf.Ulpf Eq.Fd.Uts. -0.00043 0.07800 -0.02580 0.16100 

GB0006262025 Npi Pn.Uk.Equity Ac. -0.00343 0.07490 -0.02580 0.16100 

GB0006261944 Npi Pn.Uk.Equity Init. -0.00134 -0.01160 0.02570 0.04370 

GB0008594409 Sun Alliance Pn.Equity -0.00021 0.01200 -0.04540 0.08450 
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GB0007828709 Scot.Eqt.Lf.Pn.Uk.Eq. -0.00093 0.05340 0.22400 0.23300 

GB0004213228 Hend.Adm.Pn.Uk.Eq. -0.00383 0.02550 0.09620 0.13700 

GB0007074080 Aviva Lf.&.Pnos.Uk Ltd. Equity Initial Pn -0.00112 0.02560 0.09790 0.14100 

GB0007073900 Aviva Lf.&.Pnos.Uk Ltd. Equity Ordinary Pn -0.00123 0.02560 0.09800 0.14100 

GB0002144581 Aviva Lf.&.Pnos.Uk Ltd. Uk Equity Cu Pn -0.00086 -0.00014 0.00305 0.00331 

GB0006100019 Phoenix Life Limited Cent Uk Gw.6 Ac.Pn. -0.00453 -0.03190 0.02470 0.03590 

GB0005277693 Frnds.Prvt.Lf.&Pen Ltd Uk Equity Ex Pn -0.00062 -0.02660 0.01630 0.03360 

GB0005279632 Frnds.Prvt.Lf.&Pen Ltd Uk Equity Ex Pn Ac -0.00338 -0.03960 -0.01050 0.02510 

GB0002115458 Colo.Cml Eq.Cap. -0.00037 -0.04760 -0.01220 0.03460 

GB0002115565 Colo.Cml Eq.Inv. -0.00355 -0.02500 0.01310 0.02720 

GB0003533840 Frnds.Prvt.Pn.Uk.Eq.Cp 0.00112 0.20400 0.31500 0.25300 

GB0007066870 Phoenix Life Ltd.Scp K Uk Mid Cap Pn. -0.00068 0.02300 -0.04350 0.17000 

GB0007833238 Scot.Lf.Invs.Uk.Eq.Pn. -0.00495 0.03770 -0.09880 0.03950 

GB0001377604 Slfc Assurance Uk Citibank Eur.Cap. -0.00123 0.02540 0.09780 0.14100 

GB0003646105 Aviva Lf.&.Pnos.Uk Ltd. Uk Equity Ga Pn -0.00045 0.00749 0.01140 0.11400 

GB0000793561 Bcy.Life Pn.Eq.Ac. -0.00412 -0.00317 -0.08680 -0.05110 

GB0005638712 Canlife Eq.Init.Ps1 -0.00108 0.00100 -0.08760 -0.05290 

GB0005638829 Canlife Equity Ac.Ps1 -0.00121 -0.00017 0.01980 0.02930 

GB0007063315 Phoenix Life Limited Cent Uk Eq.Intl.Ac.Pn. -0.00070 0.00525 -0.00481 -0.01030 

GB0002333341 Phoenix Life Limited Cent Uk Gw.C Pn. -0.00123 -0.04080 0.11100 0.16200 

GB0007000432 Countrywide Assured Plc Ps Uk Equity Pn. -0.00015 0.04140 -0.03830 0.15700 

GB0003211546 Eqt.Lf.Asr.Eqt.Pn. Pelican -0.00291 -0.03960 0.26300 0.14400 

GB0003535332 Frnds.Prvt.Pn.Stewd.Cap. -0.00005 -0.03770 0.27100 0.13600 

GB0003535449 Frnds.Prvt.Lf.Pn.Stewd. Ac. -0.00064 -0.02290 0.01390 0.02790 

GB0003533956 Frnds.Prvt.Lf.Pn.Uk.Eq. Ac. -0.00094 0.05720 -0.07320 0.08660 

GB0002339033 Phoenix Life Limited Alba Las Uk Equity Pn 0.00376 0.02820 0.33500 -0.09590 

GB0006866932 Phnx.Fram.Pn.Cap.Ac. -0.00048 -0.07930 0.11500 0.11300 

GB0006868425 Phoenix Life &.Pension Gt Capital Trust Pn -0.00049 0.06140 -0.13500 0.07470 

GB0005272975 London Lf.Pn.Equity -0.00118 0.04150 -0.05530 0.07680 

GB0007849952 Scot.Mut.Asr.Pn.Equity Pn. -0.00068 0.05460 0.15700 0.20800 

GB0005537088 Pru.M&G Rec.Cap.Pn. 0.00284 0.05710 0.15700 0.20900 

GB0005519516 Pru.M&G Rec.Ac.Pn. 0.00021 0.03610 -0.00552 0.17400 

GB0002207347 Cont.Life Pn.Equity Ac. -0.00054 0.03720 -0.00656 0.17400 

GB0003662631 Gan Lf.& Pn.Plc.Uk.Eq. Fd. 0.00029 0.05220 -0.05690 0.12600 

GB0006254923 Nat.Mut.Harvest.Uk.Eq. -0.00068 0.01730 -0.06830 0.10700 

GB0002672698 Utd.Friendly Sr.2 Uk Eq. Gw.Pn.Fd. 0.00404 0.03830 0.33100 -0.08310 

GB0008105115 Skan.Pn.Fram.Capital -0.00007 0.04430 -0.09770 0.03630 

GB0004596804 Slfc Assurance Uk Laurt.Uk Eq.Pn.Ac. 0.00122 0.02960 -0.13600 0.06760 

GB0008606575 Sun Lf.Of Can.Eq.Ac.Pn. -0.00034 0.03520 0.09590 0.07110 

GB0006494362 Aviva Lf.&.Pnos.Uk Ltd. Rp Ordinary Share 0.00315 -0.23900 -0.00128 0.01770 
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GB0006298920 Phoenix Life Limited Cent Ivs.Exem.Mgd. -0.00074 -0.03120 0.02240 0.03500 

GB0007847683 Frnds.Prvt.Lf.&.Pn.Ltd. Uk Equity Ex Nm -0.00035 0.00435 -0.07480 0.04180 

GB0005132633 Lgl.&Gen.Asr.Pn.Eq.Ac. Gen.2 -0.00341 0.00693 -0.08530 0.02670 

GB0005129365 Lgl.&Gen.Asr.Pn.Eq.Init. Gen.2 -0.00094 0.05670 -0.07300 0.08720 

GB0003301727 Phoenix Life Limited Alba Equity Pn Acc -0.00186 -0.24100 -0.00176 0.01810 

GB0006298813 Phoenix Life Ltd.Cent Invesco Exem.Mgd. -0.00375 -0.00181 0.00209 0.00324 

GB0006100340 Phoenix Life Limited Cent Uk Gw.6 Cap Pn. 0.00013 0.03770 -0.00606 0.17400 

GB0008991340 Aegon Lf.Pn.1 Eq.Ac. -0.00009 0.03770 -0.00836 0.17400 

GB0008985060 Aegon Lf.Pn.2 Uk.Eq.Ac. -0.00199 0.03550 -0.00848 0.17400 

GB0008988742 Aegon Lf.Pn.1 Eq.Cap. -0.00287 0.03420 -0.00815 0.17700 

GB0008984436 Aegon Lf.Pn.2 Uk Eq. Init. 0.00233 -0.01540 0.28500 0.25600 

GB0005782395 Mrch.Fid.Pn.Uk. -0.00007 0.04360 -0.09820 0.03760 

GB0001378560 Slfc Assurance Uk Eq.Gw.Pn. 0.00036 0.04880 0.08030 0.19200 

GB0003212395 Eqt.Lf.Asr.Eqt.Pn.Spsit. -0.00044 0.03510 0.09590 0.07080 

GB0006501158 Aviva Lf.&.Pnos.Uk Ltd. Uk Equity Nu Pn -0.00070 -0.11000 -0.17700 0.04310 

GB0000134519 Canlife Brit.Blchp.Ac. Ps1 -0.00031 0.01250 -0.05880 0.07830 

GB0003936258 Gre.Choices Eq.Ac. 0.00355 0.02780 0.33500 -0.09620 

GB0008626318 Sun All.Pn.Fram Cap.Tst. -0.00069 -0.07940 0.11500 0.11300 

GB0008625898 Phoenix Life &.Pension Gt Capital Trust Pn -0.00033 -0.01100 0.02610 0.04380 

GB0007567679 Phoenix H Equity D Pension Fund 0.00016 0.03560 -0.00704 0.17400 

GB0009083311 Windsor Life Insurance Pension Uk Equity -0.00029 -0.00263 0.01300 0.11500 

GB0000827740 Bcy.Lf.Pn.Enter.Ac. -0.00008 0.02000 -0.10400 0.13000 

GB0007022659 Pru.Asr.Co.Eq.Pn.S1 Gbp 0.00068 -0.23800 -0.08940 -0.14200 

GB0007511602 St James Ex Uk Eq.Cap. Pn. 0.00340 -0.23600 -0.08850 -0.14100 

GB0007511719 St James Ex Uk Eq.Ac.Pn. 0.00014 0.06030 0.16400 0.11300 

GB0003375374 Professional Lf.Fidelity Pension Uk Growth -0.00078 -0.04440 0.23200 0.26500 

GB0008128307 Skan.Lf.Pn.Mgd.Ac. -0.00064 -0.01670 -0.01660 0.16600 

GB0001020253 Lloyds Tsb Lf.Uk.Eq.Pn. Fd. 0.00018 0.00899 0.20700 0.19400 

GB0008057993 Prof.Lf.Asr.Uk.Eq. -0.00001 -0.00976 0.11100 0.13500 

GB0008058967 Prof.Lf.Asr.Uk Pn. Perf. -0.00126 -0.00976 0.11100 0.13500 
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Appendix 2. Bootstrap Analysis with CAPM Model 

When preparing for the bootstrap analysis in the main part of this thesis, the performance 

benchmark (2) was used to compute estimated 𝛼’s  for  each  fund.  In  this  appendix,  the  CAPM  

model from regression (1) is used instead of the three-factor model to verify the robustness of 

the method used in the thesis. The output from running the regression for all funds showed 

that 46 funds had a positive estimate of 𝛼. Only funds with positive estimations of 𝛼 are 

included in the bootstrap analysis where funds are examined one by one.  

The fund with the highest estimated 𝛼 is Royal London United Assurance UK Equity Growth 

2 Pension, which also was the fund with the highest estimated 𝛼 when using the Fama-French 

three-factor model. As showed in table 9, the bootstrap simulations produced a critical value 

of 0.00302 which is larger than 0. This means that the null hypothesis, 𝐻 : 𝛼 = 0, is rejected 

in favor of the alternative 𝐻 : 𝛼 > 0. The fact that the null is rejected implies that the 

abnormal excess returns are due to skill and not luck. When proceeding with the bootstrap 

analysis for the rest of the funds, it appears that the null hypothesis is rejected for the same 

eight funds as in the analysis with the Fama-French three-factor model. The conclusions from 

the three-factor model results can therefore be made for the CAPM model results.  

Table 9. Critical Values Gross Return CAPM 

The table shows the funds with positive estimations of 𝛼 with their respective critical value for 
the hypothesis testing. If 𝛼 − 𝑞(95%) > 0 the null hypothesis 𝐻  is rejected in favor of the 
alternative 𝐻 .  

 
Gross Return 

Fund Name 𝛼  𝛼 − 𝑞(95%) 
Royal London United Assurance UK Equity Growth 2 Pension 0.00381 0.00302 
Prudential M&G Recovery Capital Pension 0.00376 0.00323 
ReAssure Aegon UK Equity Capital 2 Pension Fund 0.00349 0.00257 
Phoenix Alba LASIA UK Equity Pension Fund 0.00348 0.00254 
Guardian Choices Equity Pension Fund 0.00327 0.00212 
Aviva RP Ordinary Share NU Pension Fund 0.00322 0.00340 
St James P UK Equity Capital Pension Fund 0.00278 0.00315 
Friends Life UK Equity Capital Pension Fund 0.00228 -0.00078 
SLFC (LAUR) UK Equity Pension Fund 0.00145 -0.00085 
SLFC UK Equity Growth 3 Pension Fund 0.00119 -0.00139 
Sanlam UK Equity Series 6 Pension Fund 0.00115 -0.00151 
Lloyds TSB UK Equity Pension Fund 0.00106 -0.00121 
Prudential M&G Recovery (ex M&G) Pen 0.00093 -0.00111 
Phoenix P Equity 5 Pension Fund 0.00088 -0.00118 
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Phoenix H Equity D Pension Fund 0.00088 -0.00122 
Phoenix Century UK Growth Cap 6 Pension Fund 0.00085 -0.00125 
ReAssure Gan UK Equity Type 1 1990 1 Pension Fund 0.00080 -0.00132 
Phoenix H Equity B Pension Fund 0.00071 -0.00170 
Friends Life Stewardship Cap Pension Fund 0.00071 -0.00154 
SJP UK Equity Pension Fund 0.00067 -0.00131 
ReAssure Aegon UK Equity 1 Pension Fund 0.00062 -0.00105 
ReAssure Crown Equity 1 Pension Fund 0.00061 -0.00113 
Prudential Equity Pre A-Pen 0.00060 -0.00108 
Skandia Professional UK Equity Pension Fund 0.00059 -0.00072 
Barclays Life Enterprise Series 2 Pension Fund 0.00058 -0.00165 
Skandia Prof Fidelity UK Growth Plus Pension Fund 0.00041 -0.00215 
Phoenix SM UK Equity Pension Fund 0.00024 -0.00291 
Phoenix F Equity Pension Fund 0.00023 -0.00204 
ReAssure Aetna UK Equity 1982 1 Pension Fund 0.00019 -0.00153 
ReAssure Continental Equity 1 Pension Fund 0.00018 -0.00192 
Standard Life UK Equity Series 1 Pension Fund 0.00016 -0.00302 
Legal & General Pension Equity G1 Initial Fund 0.00014 -0.00234 
Phoenix P Equity 1 Pension Fund 0.00013 -0.00195 
Prudential Equity (ex M&G) Pen 0.00011 -0.00224 
Scottish Equitable UK Equity Pension Fund 0.00011 -0.00278 
Canada Life UK Equity 1 Pension Fund 0.00010 0.00002 
Pru 1 UK Equity Pen 0.00006 -0.00229 
Sanlam Fidelity UK Managed Series 6 Pension Fund 0.00005 -0.00253 
Phoenix Century UK Growth Cap 7 Pension Fund 0.00005 -0.00253 
Skandia UK Equity Pension Fund 0.00005 -0.00261 
Skandia AXA Framlington UK Select Opportunities Pension 0.00005 -0.00253 
Phoenix Framlington Capital 3 Pension Fund 0.00004 -0.00262 
Aviva UK Equity GA S1 Pension Fund 0.00003 -0.00182 
Century UK Growth 8 Pension Fund 0.00002 -0.00219 
Phoenix SCP(K) UK Mid Cap Acc Pension Fund 0,00000 -0.00236 
SLFC (Cannon) Second UK Equity Pension Fund 0,00000 -0.00233 

When performing the bootstrap analysis on net returns, the results are still similar to the net 

results of the Fama-French three-factor model. The fund with the highest estimated 𝛼 is 

Prudential M&G Recovery Capital Pension, which differs from the three-factor model results. 

As shown in table 10, the critical value of the fund is 0.00072 and the null hypothesis is 

rejected. Table 10 shows that the null hypothesis is rejected for six of the funds and accepted 

for two. The results differ from the results of the three-factor model, even if the same amount 

of funds rejects and accepts the null hypothesis. In the results from the three-factor model, one 

of the two funds where the null hypothesis is accepted is St James P UK Equity Capital 

Pension Fund. As shown in table 10, the null hypothesis is rejected for the fund when using 
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the CAPM model as a measure of performance. One of the funds where the null hypothesis is 

rejected in the three-factor model results is Canada Life UK Equity 1 Pension Fund. The null 

hypothesis is accepted for this fund when using the CAPM model as a performance measure. 

Table 6, in the main part of the thesis, shows the critical values from net returns measured 

with the three-factor model. The two funds that differ in results when using the two models 

have the critical values closest to zero. This may be a possible explanation of the different 

results for the individual funds. Even though the results for some of the individual funds differ 

when using different measures of performance, the main conclusion still holds.  

Table 10. Critical Values Net Return CAPM 
The table shows the eight funds where the null hypothesis was rejected for gross return. The 
estimations of 𝛼 with their respective critical value for the hypothesis testing are given in the 
table. If 𝛼 − 𝑞(95%) > 0 the null hypothesis 𝐻  is rejected in favor of the alternative 𝐻 . 

 
Net Return 

Fund Name 𝛼  𝛼 − 𝑞(95%) 
Prudential M&G Recovery Capital Pension 0.00215 0.00072 
St James P UK Equity Capital Pension Fund 0.00197 0.00123 
Guardian Choices Equity Pension Fund 0.00191 0.00197 
Aviva RP Ordinary Share NU Pension Fund 0.00191 0.00112 
Royal London United Assurance UK Equity Growth 2 Pension 0.00165 0.00153 
Pheonix Alba LASIA UK Equity Pension Fund 0.00131 0.00051 
Canada Life UK Equity 1 Pension Fund 0.00095 -0.00862 
ReAssure Aegon UK Equity Capital 2 Pension Fund -0.00022 -0.00242 
 


